
Discuss “Snackman” video

- Plan briefly discuss what it takes to be an intervenor
- Then what it takes to build an intervention-supportive culture



Story: “Bystander Intervention” common topic. AF sexual assault prevention. Focus here is 
NOT on criminal incidents



- Before deciding if something has gone wrong here, have to decide is this a situation 
where intervention is possible









- Switch gears to intervention culture















So… 
- Highly likely Ryan has talked to someone else about his “complicated” feelings
- Quite probable others have similar concerns about the grant

Is this an “intervention situation”?
What steps could you take?
What steps could Ryan’s dept take before this happens to make it easier for this info to 
come to light through intervenors?

- To answer, let’s revisit….



- Consider breakout rooms here, depending on size of the group



- Just as w/ intervention itself, goal is not to “fix” the situation
- Qualifiers are the same as well

- Reveal together: Offer and encourage allies in disclosure
- Reassure: Affirm continued place on the team even if sharing difficult info
- Record: Offer or develop means for supporting witness(es)
- Receive: Offer to listen and encourage others to the same
- Restore: Commit to restore or find ways to make whole those who identify issues



O Distrust: Separate the response from the remedy
● Note and describe the behavior in neutral terms (like a reporter) for self
● Delineate personal responsibility to address, if any

● May be defined in terms of personal commitments (e.g., speaking up 
against racism)

○ Determine to act only within bounds of authority, whatever that may 
be

O Fear: Assess what matters in contextual relationships—access to resources, 
administrative efficiency, or something deeper?

● Are there strategies to preserve or maintain those benefits independently?
o Doubt: Detach hypotheses from judgment

● Acknowledge and note as many explanations as possible
● If any plausible bad explanations exist, act on those … with acknowledgment of 

alternatives




